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About This Game

The number of missing in the city increased. People talk about the experiments on human beings. And now, only you can figure
out if it was true. Especially because you have no choice. Mysteriously, you find yourself in a terrible location 40 meters

underground. Your name is Katrine, and you do not remember anything about your past. But in the search for truth, try not to
lose yourself.
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Title: Darkness Assault
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Black Lime Studio
Publisher:
Black Lime Studio
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor: Intel Atom 1.6GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with 512 MB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,Russian
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assault of darkness sheamus. assault of darkness. darkness assault. darkness assault badge. darkness assault gold edition. assault
of darkness trailer. darkness assault walkthrough. darkness assault прохождение. darkness assault steam

just a question, why is there lense flare ... ON A CARDBOARD BOX!!!. Darkness Assault is an attempted survival horror
game which I personal think for a game that's budgeted (Wait..... Was it budgeted or not?) but anyways the developer(s) got the
job done but they were some things that were a little off putting (For Example: Voice Acting was meh and the Dialogue could
have been better but I heard that the developer(s) were Russian and English wasn't their first language so I'll let that slid and
pass.) Never the less, the game was fine to me. I highly recommend getting this game when it goes on sale.. Darkness Assault for
only 0.27€ (90% off) will give you around 93 minitus of gameplay If you loot everything, read all the notes, unlock all the
achivments ("Hardest" one is to die 25 times or get all the card drops before the story ends).

+ 3 Card drops.

~ Toggle your flashlight with Q.
~ Meh kind of story.

- Controls & everything else.. The first 2 levels are actualy kind of fun, it was nice to explore the areas and find objective items.
The "survival" bits are very poor though. The game gets painstakingly repetitive after 3 missions. Luckily all the achievements
are attainable within these first 3 missions. This is a game I have to take in portions, I would NOT be able to complete this game
in one sitting, it would be just too boring. Although maybe 3-4 times playing the game 2 missions each time (just guessing)
would be fine to beat the game. Its not super bad, but there are for sure bad/boring elements about the game. Even then, I still
cannot recommend the game.

Cons
- Terrible camera angles
- Locked camera angle
- Boring atmosphere
- Cheesy audio all around
  1. Boring zombie sounds
  2. Footsteps are the same sounds looped
  3. Enemy dialogue is the SAME and very boring
  4. Voice acting is terrible
- "Survival" aspects are very basic and not a challenege at all considering you can run past all zombies
- You get stuck on alot of things, walking through doors can sometimes be tough.

Pros
- Guns sound really cool
- Easy achievements

This game is only worth the achievements, all can be attained within 2 hours.. Don't Like It!. Oh boy. Another horror game.
This is me being facious. This game is boring, andthe horror is non existant.

The best thing I can say about this game is the translation, which gives comical moments as the dialogue doesn't make sense. But
regardless, you get a game that ugly to look at, very confusing in where it wants you to go, and doesn't have anything close to the
word fun.

Also, had to restart twice after the game would not allow me to shut it down.

More information and first impressions here: http://youtu.be/pwnvPLMnYd4. Horribly game . . .
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I can't believe this game is not free....Seriously, i know free games that are longer than this, i finished it under 1 hour!
Voice acting is very bad, judging by it's sound probably russian english.
Story ending  is huge tease, you go to to some hall and then few scenes appear where you see killed profesor (person behind all
of this), and then your character says something like "wanna know how i did it? well let's leave that story for another
time!"....Just WOW :O 
Well i enjoyed only a little bit killing zombies, nothing special.
Play this game only if you get it as gift (as i did) !
. While it occasionally has its moments, this is not a good game, the story is fairly generic, you rarely feel in any danger of
anything apart from choosing the wrong way around the maze and running out of ammo, and the main way of trying to make the
game seem harder is a high camera angle which means you spend the game looking at the floor in front of your feet instead of
down the corridor.

Further issues include the camera angle shifting and being blocked when you go through doors, which is also when you are most
likely to encounter enemies, so you have to adapt a strategy of opening doors and then backing off so you can clearly see the
enemy (of which there are only two, the zombie like experimental subjects and later security guards with night sticks). Also for
a game with limited ammo, the decision to have it so picking up ammo refreshes that ammo type up to a cap is particularly
annoying, it generally means you have to spot an ammo container, then use up that type of ammo clearing part of the level, then
find your way back to refill.

Overall the game is playable, but it is pretty flawed and there is nothing really to recommend it particularly - apart from the very
start with no weapon trying to avoid the zombies on the first level it is a horror/survival game that feels more tedious and mildly
annoying than scary or horrific.. Hmm finish lvl 1 in 6min maybe,
this game overall is good but camera angle makes me dizzy and i stop playing this game.
and alt+tab for the card.
thank you
2/10. A short survival horror game if you want to call it that. Most of the items are not needed such as the flashlight. There are 3
different guns you can get only real difference is rate of fire. Most of the rooms are basically all the same and the Steam
Achievements are a joke. Were finishing the game should be an achievement you get some for dying a lot of times. Since I was
able to finish without dying I had to go back in the game up to 25 times just to die so I can get all achievements. If I haven't
gotten this game for free I would probably be upset had I paid of it. The concept isn't bad but the effort put into it is.. Thought I
would throw my two cents into the positive review pool for this one, because I thought it was a really good effort on the part of
the developers, despite all of the obvious flaws.
I'm going to get the negatives out of the way first.
Yes, the translation and voice acting is terrible, but for me, this is a non-issue because what matters to me is the fun factor and
the game's playability.
Regarding playability; sure, the controls are a little janky, and the camera angles certainly don't do you any favors sometimes,
but is it completely unplayable? No. After a bit of trial and error, learning how the AI behaves, and some perseverance, I
managed to finish the game just fine.
As for the positives, this game really nails atmosphere and sound. It's dark, creepy, and disturbing. Overall, it reminded me of
Silent Hill quite a bit.
Maybe it's the janky AI, maybe not, but I also found this game to be appropriately challenging. I had to be aware of the enemies
at all times and not get to overconfident in my ability to breeze through it, because the wrong mistake could mean getting caught
between a rock and and an even douchier rock.
I think that this game, again, despite its flaws, deserves a chance, and is more than appropriate for the price considering what
they successfully managed to pull off.. This game is quite funny unintentionally . Poor translation aside, it looks and plays like a
bad mobile knock off of an old resident evil.. Terrible game, sorry for the devS but this can be an Alpha, not a full game.
With 10 euros you can buy Resident Evil 4, Revelations, with 15 Hd Rebirth (one of the best).. oh god i wasted 2 hours on this
QQ. Small top-down game with clones and other similar horrors.

Game is short, you can finish it in 1-2 hours. Main challenges - to remember the map, to manage bullets\medipacks and to keep
distance from enemies.
You won't get a miracle for this price, but game is not that bad.

P.S. I liked scenery and sounds plus funny russian accent in main heroine voice)
P.P.S. Also I didn't find use for adrenalin, even "later" )))
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